
I was not going to come forward and say anything. The pressure I have felt within the last week. I have 
been at the shelter a yr. And the attitude I have felt from staff but I didnt know what. It has been known 
that greg isn’t all the way there- when a problem arises he sits in his office unless we need him. Well 
unless your dog staff. When rory was the COO and would wanna make changes and would try doing 
pushing boundaries with amber and her staff, it would piss greg, amber, david and stacy off. When Rory 
had enough he put in his two weeks. Greg brought pizza to celebrate. Dog staff- specifically didnt 
respect him. Amber would argue with him about RTO’s.e,  David will restrained dogs if he needs 
too.  We have three dogs who have  sat in winter kennels and have been unable to be altered, evaulated 
and cannot go out to fosters/ be adoptable. And rarely come out od there kennel due to nature they 
came in- This is how dog staff runs. If they were given proper trainining fear free, maddies fund, instead 
they say “i know how to handle an animal im good” If a dog needs to “restrainted it will” a shelter 
should not run like this” I understand a behavior dog may need to restrained but most dogs that come in 
are not like this. When greg found out he did not look at cameras he took dog staffs word and asserted 
blame. When panleuke hit we left cats alone sick overnight because clinic leaves at 5. This happened last 
week. They dont like working with ringworm cats. The different departments struggle to work with each 
other. How is the behavior board whichever consists of Tatum, david, greg and amber, able to make life 
altering decisions they do not have the qualifications to do so.. sometimes its a level 1 bite. One 
occurrence and sometimes its a dog like Pine where it happened once where we didnr properly cousel 
the foster. If you ask anyone in the shelter they cannot tell you how the behavior board decides.. 
because it is purely on luck… i understand there is a meeting on the 15. I do feel all of the information 
will help. As i am sure you are getting more flooding in from the public and community outreach.   
 
-Due to the rise in tension and not knowing the true reason of hayley and eddie’s departure anonymous. 
Im extremely worried and stressed out but love these animals and this shelter and wanna see change.  
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